
Fall 2021, ENG 102 Writing II Section 2
Instructor: King, Matt (Primary)

St. Bonaventure University

There were: 20 possible respondents.
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I think Dr. King used beneficial teaching methods to keep the students engaged with what we were discussing in class.King

Discussions were helpful and he encouraged peer reviews which were greatKing

1000/10King

Lots of reflections that allowed for creative writing.King

Lots of helpful partner discussionsKing

always encouraged his students to participate, did a good job at getting the class involved. It was obvious that he was passionate about the subject and
teaching as a whole. Took the classes opinions into consideration and also made it evident he cared for his students mental health and overall wellbeing

King

his teaching method was really good and it was clear as well and it was good. I learned a lot while I was in class as well.King

I really enjoyed how the class was with the amount of discussions we had.King

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor's teaching methods lecture notes, podcasts, discussion forums, group work, etc.. 

Very engaged with the students and their thinking 

Matt King is a great teacher in the sense that, he will work with you at your pace and have you not fall behind. 

The instructor was really good at getting to know his students and structuring a beneficial class 

Really good course with a really good professor. 

Great great instructor one of the best profs ever had 

Dr. King was a very personable professor that was always offering his students to be the best they can be writing wise. 

I liked the class it was interesting 

Great teacher, great class, and I learned a lot while also having fun with it. 

the instructor is really nice and easy going and talking to him feels really good and he really gives you are really good input on the work that you are doing 

Question: Final Comments: use this space to provide any additional comments about the course, the instructor or both. Please feel free to comment
on areas such as: the instructor's engagement of student interest, the instructor's responsiveness to students, the syllabus, the readings, the exams,
the assignments, the instructor's evaluation of your work, the online learning technology.

 

Mostly uses projector for presentation and students type or handwrite 

I had fun in this class 

He always assigned classwork in technology devices and used them as well. 

The use of technology was good 

Great use 

He had his own website for the schedule which was extremely helpful and very easy to follow. 

The use was well because I could pull up the reading or the class materials as we were talking about it. 

we are allowed to use our technology for notes and class work 

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor’s use (or non-use) of technology. 
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peer reflection is useful as well as open discussionKing

He asked a lot about the students opinions so it could be more like a conversation about a topic.King
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